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NAHIN DAY 8

ISM NIOINSOOL AS ADJECTIVE

Ism Mowsoot appears when you want adjective for proper ism
G disappears in case of sentence sifah of common Ism .

Proper ism I *I 6.461 The book which I read ( it) .

Common ism I É A book which I read Cit.)

d
is also happens for a sentence sifah to common Ism

5.* !
,
j I ÷ A Book Which We CSWT) sent down to you

ISM 140114500L USING JUMLAH ISNIMIYAH
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⇐ Ito•
match

The one who's your friend .

The one who you are a friend of .

ñ. §n & I
Those who in their prayers are overwhelmed.

IMPLIED HUA

IFI £41
The one who is from Makkah

.

He is from Makkah

I gÉI The Arabs omit the

The one who is from Makkah
.

£ as if it is implied
Nlubtada is so obvious

that it is omitted.
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ِۦه@وُدَع ۡنِم یِذ01ٱ َىلَع ِِۦهت﮵َع8ِش نِم یِذ01ٱ َُهثٰـَ"َع'ۡسَٱ"!
I I

§ § t.ms! in !
( Implied ( Implied TO ask for helpNlubtada) Nlubtada)

from above.

He asked help of him ( Musa A.S )
,
the i.cm

One from his faction ( fellow Israelite) plentiful Mmg

against the one who is from his enemy . perfect
'
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Those are the ones whom Allah (SWT) guided .
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Is,w: Ji .
£1T : The Ultimate separation js-j.wi.gs_w
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"
Full Of Blessings
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